
Colton is a scattered village of mainly modern 
houses, pleasant but of no particular distinction. 
It is within a reasonable walking distance of HPB 
Barnham Broom and this mainly circular route 
uses minor roads and footpaths to provide a 
diversity of scenery.

Note: It would be a great help to future walkers if  
you could record any inaccuracies you come across 
during this walk and report them to reception so that 
appropriate amendments can be made. Thank you 
for your help. Happy walking!

Start/car parking - HPB Barnham Broom
Refreshments - The Norfolk Lurcher, Colton  
(only open in the evenings). The Goatshed Farm Shop 
(see alternative route on Point 3)

Distance - 7¼km (4½ miles)   Map: Ordnance Survey Explorer 237, Norwich etc 1:25,000.

Colton

WALK
From the entrance to the Barnham Broom complex turn 
right, along the road as far as a road junction in a very 
short distance (the road can be avoided by using the 
roadway beside the tennis courts, then along the top of 
a grass bank).

1. Turn right to take the minor road signposted to Colton. 
Follow this very quiet road, Church Lane, with the golf 
course to the right, soon ascending a modest hill.

2. Turn left at a road junction, signposted to Honingham 
and East Tuddenham. (as a short addition to the 
route, carry on a little further, passing the Old 
Rectory before reaching St Andrew’s church Colton, 
a neat little flintstone structure with one or two 
interesting internal features). From the junction walk 
along the roadside to The Norfolk Lurcher. Continue to 
the next junction.

3. As an alternative, turn Left and walk about half a mile 
and The Goatshed Farm Shop will be on your right, where 
you can stop for a browse or refreshments in the café.

Turn right to follow the road, signposted to Easton.  
At the next junction, with seat and parish notice board, 
turn right to take the road signposted to Marlingford. Pass 
a fine barn, with some decorated brickwork and a column, 
‘Colton 1992’. Church Lane joins from the right. 

4. At the next junction, in 30m., go left towards 
‘Marlingford’. In approximately 200m. fork right to 
follow a good broad track between fields, with a ‘public 
footpath’ signpost. At a waymarked post turn right 

to take a track along the edge of Colton Wood, soon 
entering the woodland. Pass a junction of tracks, soon 
bearing right as to follow a delightful path weaving 
among the trees. Leave the wood as the track goes 
between fields, passing a large house.

5. Go through a gate at the end of an access drive and 
cross the public road to a signposted gate/stile opposite. 
A grass path leads into more woodland, cross a plank 
bridge over a ditch before a wider track is jointed. Turn 
right, there is a waymark on a post. In about 40m., 
at another waymark on a post, turn left along another  
broad track, used by farm vehicles.

6. At a waymarked fork go right, there are occasional 
waymarks along the way. Reach the golf course, keeping 
to the right hand boundary, marked by white posts. Turn 
right up a bank, to leave the course, bearing left along  
the edge of a field. At the far boundary turn right then, 
in 40m. turn left through a waymarked gap in the 
hedge to cross a meadow, rising steadily. Look out for a 
waymarked stile on the left, with a plank bridge and 
a reserved path behind a large house. Go through a little 
gate and follow a drive past another house to rejoin the 
outward route. Turn left to return to HPB Barnham Broom.
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Disclaimer: This route was correct at time of writing. However, alterations can happen if development or boundary changes occur, and there is no guarantee of permanent access. These walks have been published for use by site visitors on the understanding that 
neither HPB Management Limited nor any other person connected with Holiday Property Bond is responsible for the safety or wellbeing of those following the routes as described. It is walkers’ own responsibility to be adequately prepared and equipped for the level 
of walk and the weather conditions and to assess the safety and accessibility of the walk.
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